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ABSTRACT
With technical breakthroughs in the throughput and read-length of next-generation
sequencing platforms, antibody repertoire sequencing is becoming an increasingly important
tool for detailed characterization of the immune response. There is a need for open, scalable
software for the genetic analysis of repertoire-scale antibody sequence data. To address this
gap, we have developed the ab[x] package of software tools. There are three core
components of the ab[x] toolkit, all of which are freely available: abcloud
(github.com/briney/abcloud) for deployment and management of computational resources on
Amazon’s Elastic Compute Cloud; abstar (github.com/briney/abstar) for pre-processing,
germline gene assignment and primary annotation of antibody sequence data; and abutils
(github.com/briney/abutils), which provides utilities for interactive downstream analysis of
antibody repertoire data.
INTRODUCTION
The human antibody repertoire is vast and complex, with total estimated pre-immune
repertoire diversity as high as 1012 unique antibody variable regions [1]. This exceptional
diversity is accomplished in the heavy chain initially through a process of somatic
recombination in which V, D and J gene segments are recombined to form a complete
antibody variable region [2]. The fully recombined heavy chain, which also contains a
constant region, is then paired with an independently recombined light chain to form a
complete antibody. The initial combinatorial diversity is increased by the incorporation of
somatic mutations upon antigen stimulation [3,4]. Although early antibody repertoire studies
were constrained by low-throughput sequencing technologies, recent advances have
resulted in a massive expansion in the scale at which the genetic composition of expressed
antibody repertoires can be analysed. Starting in 2009, read-length increases on the 454
GS-FLX sequencer first enabled high-throughput sequencing of full-length antibody variable
regions [5–10]. Advanced desktop-scale next-generation sequencing (NGS) platforms,
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including the Illumina MiSeq and Life Technologies Personal Genome Machine (PGM), can
now produce 25-fold higher throughput than the original 454 GS-FLX [11–13]. Despite vastly
higher throughput, these desktop sequencers are much more affordable and operate at a
much lower cost-per-base, enabling individual laboratories to integrate antibody repertoire
sequencing directly into their experimental workflow. Recent read-length increases on
Illumina’s HiSeq and anticipated increases on Illumina’s NextSeq and NovaSeq instruments
promise an additional throughput increase of several orders of magnitude beyond current
desktop sequencers in the near future. The highest throughput sequencers currently
available, Illumina’s NovaSeq instruments, produce billions of sequencing reads per run,
throughput that approximates the total number of circulating B cells in an adult human.
Researchers are on the verge of being able to perform, for the first time, true repertoire-scale
genetic analysis of the circulating antibody repertoire.
Unfortunately, as capacity for antibody sequencing has rapidly grown, bioinformatic analysis
tools have not kept pace. Utilities for sequence pre-processing (adapter removal, quality
trimming, deduplication, merging paired-end reads, etc) have existed for some time [14–19],
and the principles behind these tools have been adapted for antibody-specific uses [20–22].
Tools for post-processing (clonal lineage assignment and visualization, repertoire diversity,
etc) of antibody repertoire data have also been reported [22–28]. These tools can be
assembled into sophisticated antibody repertoire analysis pipelines, but all rely on a single
core dependency: V(D)J germline assignment and primary sequence annotation. Several
software packages for performing immunoglobulin germline assignment already exist,
including IMGT/HighV-QUEST, IgBLAST, iHMMuneAlign, VDJsolver, SoDA, MiXCR, partis,
and JoinSolver [23,29–35], but these existing packages contain significant drawbacks that
make them unsuitable for processing antibody sequences at repertoire scale. The
International Immunogenetics Information System (IMGT) provides germline assignment
tools (IMGT/V-QUEST and IMGT/HighV-QUEST) and maintains a gold-standard database of
germline gene segments. Unfortunately, although both IMGT/V-QUEST and IMGT/High/VQUEST are widely used and considered highly accurate, both are closed source and not
available as stand-alone software packages in any form. Since the IMGT/V-QUEST and
IMGT/HighV-QUEST webservers are limited to 50 or 500,000 sequences per upload,
respectively, neither is suitable for processing even the output of current desktop
sequencers. JoinSolver shares IMGT/HighV-QUEST’s closed source and webserver
limitations. SoDA is closed source and available only as a compiled Windows binary, making
it suboptimal for deployment in predominantly Linux-based HPC environments. VDJsolver
and iHMMuneAlign are only able to analyse heavy chains and are incapable of properly
annotating sequencer- or somatic hypermutation (SHM)-induced insertions and deletions
(indels). Although several annotation tools are open source and available for stand-alone
use, we note a recurring tendency of IgBLAST, MiXCR and partis to produce incorrect
junction annotations. Additionally, we experienced significant alignment accuracy issues with
MiXCR, caused by short alignment gaps in somatically mutated antibody sequences, that
result in systematic underestimation of mutation frequency and incorrect annotation of
indels. Finally, partis is only compatible with legacy versions of Python, making its
incorporation into modern Python workflows cumbersome. In light of these limitations, we
have developed the ab[x] suite of tools, which contains software tools for launching,
configuring and managing clusters of instances on Amazon’s Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2);
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massively scalable antibody germline assignment and primary sequence annotation; and
methods and utilities for interactive downstream analysis. The entire ab[x] suite is freely
available and open source under the permissive MIT software license.
METHODS
Full leukopaks (3 blood volumes) were obtained from ten human subjects (Hemacare).
Samples were collected at Hemacare’s Southern California donor center. Sample collection
was performed under a protocol approved by the Institutional Research Boards of Scripps
Research and Hemacare. Informed consent was obtained from each subject. All subjects
were healthy, HIV-negative adults between the ages of 18-30 with no reported acute illness
in the 14 days prior to leukapheresis. The subject pool was gender balanced and evenly
divided between African-American and Caucasian individuals (ethnicity was self-reported;
Extended Data Table 1). Immediately upon receipt of the leukopak, peripheral blood
mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were purified by gradient centrifugation and cryopreserved.
For each subject, total RNA was separately isolated from 6 aliquots of approximately 5x108
cryopreserved PBMCs (RNeasy Maxi, Qiagen). For each RNA aliquot, antibody genes were
amplified in triplicate (18 total samples per subject), with each of the technical replicates
processed independently and starting with a separate aliquot of the RNA sample. To
minimize the likelihood of cross-contamination between subjects, RT and PCR reactions for
each subject were processed in isolation, such that samples from two different subjects were
never in proximity during amplification reaction preparation. All amplification primers have
been previously described [27]. cDNA synthesis was performed on 11ul of RNA using
10pmol of each primer in a 20ul total reaction (SuperScript III, Thermo Fisher Scientific)
using the manufacturer’s protocol and the following thermal cycling program: 55C for 60
minutes, 70C for 15 minutes. Residual primers and dNTPs were degraded enzymatically
(ExoSAP-IT, Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. The entire
enzyme-treated cDNA synthesis product was used in a 100ul second strand synthesis
reaction using 10pmol of each primer (HotStarTaq Plus, Qiagen) using the following thermal
cycling protocol: 95C for 5 minutes, 55C for 30 seconds, 72C for 10 minutes. Residual
primers and dNTPs were again degraded enzymatically (ExoSAP-IT) and dsDNA was
purified using 0.8 volumes of SPRI beads (AmpureXP, Beckman Coulter Genomics) and
eluted in 50ul of water. Antibody genes were amplified using 40ul of eluted dsDNA and
10pmol of each primer in a 100ul total reaction volume (HotStarTaq Plus) using the following
thermal cycling program: 95C for 5 minutes; 25 cycles of: 95C for 30 seconds, 58C for 30
seconds, 72C for 2 minutes; 72C for 10 minutes. DNA was purified from the PCR reaction
product using 0.8 volumes of SPRI beads (AmpureXP) and eluted in 50ul of water. 10ul of
the eluted PCR product was used in a final indexing PCR (HotStarTaq Plus) using 10pmol of
each primer in 100ul total reaction volume and using the following thermal cycling program:
95C for 5 minutes; 10 cycles of: 95C for 30 seconds, 58C for 30 seconds, 72C for 2 minutes;
72C for 10 minutes. PCR products were purified with 0.7 volumes of SPRI beads
(SPRIselect, Beckman Coulter Genomics) and the entire set of samples from a single
subject were eluted in a single 120ul volume of water.
SPRI-purified sequencing libraries were initially quantified using fluorometry (Qubit, Thermo
Fisher Scientific) before size determination using a bioanalyzer (Agilent 2100). Libraries
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were re-quantified using qPCR (KAPA Biosystems) before sequencing on an Illumina HiSeq
2500 using 2x250bp Rapid Run chemistry.
RESULTS
The ab[x] package of tools for antibody NGS sequence analysis
The tools that comprise the ab[x] package fall into three major areas: 1) deployment,
configuration and management of cloud-based compute resources; 2) sequence data preprocessing, germline gene assignment and annotation; and 3) primitives and utilities for
interactive analysis of antibody repertoire data. Abstar, which performs germline gene
assignment and primary sequence annotation, is at the core of the ab[x] toolkit. Here, we
describe abstar’s function and compare the output to existing assignment and annotation
utilities.
Assignment of germline V, D and J genes
Germline gene assignment is performed on recombined antibody sequences using an
iterative process, a brief schematic of which is shown in Figure 1. First, the recombined
antibody sequence is queried against a BLAST database of germline variable (V) genes
using BLASTn (query parameters: word size=11; match reward=1; mismatch penalty=1; gap
open=5; gap extend=2; minimum e-value=1) and the 5 highest scoring germline genes are
retained [36,37].
Following variable gene assignment, the portion of the rearranged query sequence that
aligns to the germline V gene is removed, the remaining sequence (which represents the
junction and joining gene) is queried against a BLAST database of joining (J) genes using
BLASTn (query parameters: word size=7; match reward=1; mismatch penalty=-1; gap
open=5; gap extend=2) and the 5 highest scoring germline genes are retained. If the
rearranged query sequence encodes a heavy chain (determined by checking the top
variable gene match), the regions aligning to the germline V and J genes are removed from
the rearranged query sequence, the remaining sequence (representing the potential diversity
gene and N- and P-addition regions) is aligned to a database of germline diversity (D) genes
using Smith-Waterman local alignment (alignment parameters: match reward=3; mismatch
penalty=2; gap open penalty=20; gap extend penalty=2) and the 5 highest scoring D genes
are retained.
Correlation of germline gene assignment between various antibody analysis programs was
tested using a dataset of 300,000 heavy chain sequences isolated from peripheral blood B
cells of 6 healthy donors (50,000 sequences per subject). Separately for each subjectderived sequence set, germline gene assignments were performed with abstar,
IMGT/HighV-Quest, IgBLAST, partis and MiXCR. With respect to V gene assignment,
MiXCR agrees with the other assignment tools least frequently (average of 91% agreement;
Figure 1A). Interestingly, the agreement of partis with other assigners was somewhat
bimodal, agreeing with IMGT, IgBLAST and abstar about 97% of the time on four subjects
but only about 92% of the time on the remaining two subjects (Figure 1A). This effect may be
due to partis automatically generating a unique germline database for each subject, meaning
the germline database used by partis for any given subject may not precisely match the
database used by other assigners. Averaged across all six subjects, IMGT, IgBLAST and
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abstar behaved the most similarly, with
pairwise agreement between these three
assigners never less than 99% (Figure
1D). Agreement on J gene assignments
was uniformly high, with all programs
agreeing 96-98% of the time (Figure
1C). As expected, agreement on the
much shorter D gene assignments was
far less frequent than was observed for
either V or J genes (70-75%; Figure 1B).
Somatic mutations
BLASTn allows only a limited set of
scoring parameters, none of which are
optimal for antibody germline gene
alignment. Common misalignments
include the incorrect splitting of long
indel events into multiple shorter indels,
likely due to suboptimal gap open/extend
penalties, and the improper
incorporation of short indels to improve
alignment in regions of low homology.
To accommodate this issue, abstar
Figure 1. Germline gene segment assignment. Pairwise
agreement between assigners on V-gene (A), D-gene (B) or realigns the top scoring germline to the
J-gene (C) assignment. Each point represents a single
rearranged query sequence using a fast
subject, from which 50,000 sequences were analyzed. A
Smith-Waterman local alignment
clustered distance matrix (D) was computed using the
pairwise similarity of each pair of assigners (similarity was
algorithm [38] before annotating
the average of the individual similarities for each of the 6
mutations and SHM-induced indels to
subject sequence sets).
ensure the most accurate alignment
between the query sequence and the germline variable gene (alignment parameters: match
reward=3; mismatch penalty=2; gap open=22; gap extend=1).
We compared the ability of various annotation tools to correctly identify somatic mutations.
For each test sequence, the number of nucleotide mutations from germline was determined
and compared between assigners. All assigners, with the exception of MiXCR, were in close
agreement, typically differing by about 0.5 mutations per sequence (Figure 3A). MiXCR
differed from other assigners by an average of approximately 1.5 mutations per sequence.
We found this to be due to the incorporation of many short insertions and deletions during
germline gene segment alignment which artificially reduce the true mutation frequency. This
effect is evident when quantifying the number of frameshift indels (that is, insertions or
deletions of a length that is not a multiple of 3). MiXCR alignments produced frameshift
indels in over 75% of all sequences, which was dramatically higher than any other assigner
(Figure 3B). Partis found frameshift indels in approximately 1.5% of sequences, which was
significantly more frequent than either IgBLAST (0.26%) or IMGT (0.36%). Because single
nucleotide indels in the variable gene region are virtually always due to sequencing or
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amplification error, abstar automatically corrects single nucleotide indels, and thus no
frameshift indels were annotated by abstar.
Although single nucleotide indels mostly can be attributed to sequencing or amplification
error, the SHM process is known to rarely produce relatively short indels [39–41]. These
SHM-induced indels are essentially all codon-length, as the low frequency at which they are
introduced makes it unlikely that multiple compensatory out-of-frame indels would be
accumulated simultaneously. Aside from MiXCR, all assigners were in close agreement
about the number of sequences encoding one or two in-frame indels (Figure 3C-D). No
sequences in the dataset were assigned more than two in-frame insertions or deletions by
any assigner. MiXCR, in contrast,
did not assign any in-frame indels,
instead splitting codon-length indels
into multiple shorter indels, typically
only a single nucleotide in length.
Junction identification
Identification of the antibody
junction, which in heavy chains
comprises the region between
highly conserved cysteine and
tryptophan residues, is a core
function of antibody annotation
utilities. Abstar uses the IMGT
numbering system, in which gapped
germline gene notation is used to
ensure the numbering of conserved
positions is consistent in spite of
length variation between germline
gene segments, to identify the
conserved residues flanking the
HCDR3 region. IMGT and abstar
are in near complete agreement on
HCDR3 length assignments (Figure
3A), differing only 21 times in the
entire 300,000 sequence test
dataset (<0.01%). There appear to
be subject-specific differences in
the level of agreement between
IgBLAST and IMGT or abstar, with
three subjects mismatching on
approximately 1 in 2000 sequences
and the remaining three subjects
mismatching roughly 1 in every 200
sequences. This may be due to
IgBLAST’s tendency to truncate

Figure 2. Comparison of nucleotide and indel assignments. (A)
For each assigner pair, the absolute value of the difference in
mutation count assigned to each sequence was calculated and
normalized by the total number of sequences. This value
represents the average per-sequence difference in the number of
assigned nucleotide mutations. Each point represents the pairwise
comparison of the set of sequences derived from a single subject.
(B) The number of frameshift insertions or deletions (indels) --that
is, insertions or deletions of a length that is not evenly divisible by
three -- were quantified for each assigner. Bars represent the
average of sequence sets derived from six different subjects, and
whiskers represent the 95% confidence interval. The numbers of
sequences containing one or two insertions (C) or deletions (D)
were calculated. As in (B), bars represent the average frequency of
six subjects and whiskers represent the 95% confidence interval.
All confidence intervals were calculated in Python using Seaborn
(seaborn.pydata.org).
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Figure 3 Annotation of antibody junctional regions. (A) The frequency with which pairs of assigners disagree
on HCDR3 length were computed. Each point represents the disagreement frequency of a pair of assigners using
sequence data derived from a single subject. (B) Frequency which with different assigners assigned short (≤10
amino acids) HCDR3 lengths. (C) Limited to the set of sequences for which IgBLAST disagreed on HCDR3
length with each other assigner, the length assigned by IgBLAST (y-axis) was plotted against the length assigned
by the comparison assigner (x-axis). (D) Same as in (C) but using partis as the primary assigner instead of
IgBLAST.
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junctional regions (discussed further below) which produces a larger fraction of very short
HCDR3 length assignments (Figure 3B). MiXCR and partis are in agreement with other
assigners least often, producing different CDR3 lengths for about 1% of sequences. When
partis disagrees with IMGT or abstar, the assigned lengths differ by only one or two amino
acids. In contrast, MiXCR appears unable to identify HCDR3 regions in a relatively large
fraction of sequences, assigning them a length of zero and causing length differences
between MiXCR and other assigners to be quite large (Figure 3B).
In our use of IgBLAST, we have noticed a tendency of the IgBLAST assigner to improperly
truncate sequences when analysing antibodies with long HCDR3 regions. One example is
shown in Figure 3E, using the anti-HIV antibody PGT145 [42], which encodes an HCDR3 of
33 amino acids. IMGT and abstar agree perfectly on the D gene assignment (IGHV4-17*01)
and location. In contrast, IgBLAST assigns a different J gene (IGHJ4*01) to a region
identified as the D gene by both other algorithms. This then forces the assignment of a
different D gene (IGHV3-9*01) and truncation of the antibody sequence prior to the end of
the junction. A second example is another anti-HIV antibody, CAP256-VRC26.08 [43], which
encodes an HCDR3 of 37 amino acids. When processed by IgBLAST, the CAP256VRC26.08 sequence is improperly truncated near the midpoint of the junction (Figure 3F).
This results in a different D gene assignment than either IMGT or abstar (IGHD3-16*01 for
IgBLAST, IGHD3-3*01 for IMGT and abstar) and no J gene assignment by IgBLAST.
Although we initially noted this phenomenon only when analyzing antibody sequences
encoding long HCDR3s, based on the CDR3 lengths of sequences for which IgBLAST
disagrees with other assigners (Figure 3C), this appears to be a systemic issue that occurs
across the CDR3 length distribution.
These alignments (Figure 3E-F) also provide interesting insight into some of the underlying
assumptions that result in disagreement between assigners. In the case of PGT145 (Figure
3E), abstar and IMGT differ on the J gene assignment. IMGT prefers the longer alignment
(IGHJ3*01) even though the alignment contains two mismatches, however, abstar prefers
the identically aligned gene segment (IGHJ6*02) despite shorter overall alignment length.
For CAP256-VRC25.08 (Figure 3F), abstar assigns a slightly longer region to the D gene
segment, even though extending the D gene alignment region by two positions results in the
incorporation of an additional mismatch. IMGT, in contrast, assigns the same D gene but
shortens the region to which the D gene is aligned to avoid incorporating an additional
mismatch. In both of these cases, it is very difficult to determine which assigner is correct
without additional information (perhaps the subject from which PGT145 was isolated
expresses a novel IGHJ3 allele which would eliminate one or more of the mismatches in the
IMGT alignment, for example). Therefore, it is important to note that agreement between
assigners is not necessarily an indication of gene segment assignment correctness; it may
simply indicate that the agreeing assigners make similar assumptions when encountering
ambiguous cases.
Distributed processing of large sequence sets
Abstar is natively compatible with Unix-based operating systems (tested on Linux and
MacOS), with Windows compatibility provided via Docker. Written in Python, individual ab[x]
components are installable via pip, the Python package manager. The ab[x] suite is
compatible with Python 2.7 and ≥3.5. While abstar can be run locally or on a single remote
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compute instance, it is often desirable to
distribute the computational load across
multiple remote compute instances to allow
for annotation of very large sequence
datasets that could not be completed on a
single computer within a reasonable amount
of time. To accomplish this, abstar is tightly
integrated with abcloud, which manages
single instances or clusters of compute
instances on Amazon’s Elastic Compute
Cloud (EC2). A schematic representation of
an abcloud-configured cluster is shown in
Figure 4A.

Figure 4. Distributed sequence processing using
abcloud and abstar. (A) Schematic of an abstarmanaged cluster. The master node shares a large data
storage volume with worker nodes using NFS. (B)
Schematic of distributed batch processing by abstar.
Large input data files are split into smaller “job” files
containing approximately 500 sequences. These jobs
are submitted to a queue, which distributes and
monitors job processing by worker nodes. (C) A test
dataset of approximately 25 million human heavy chain
sequences (in 11 batches) was processed on five
different EC2 clusters. Each cluster consisted of
c3.8xlarge worker nodes, with increasing number of
instances to produce clusters ranging from 160 to 1600
cores. The processing speed (sequences/second) for
each cluster is shown, with individual points
representing the different sequence batches.

Abcloud is capable of launching single
instances or clusters of instances on EC2
using either reserved or spot pricing. When
launching individual instances or clusters of
instances, the master node is automatically
configured to function as a Jupyter notebook
server, for use in interactive downstream
analysis. A user-selected number of Elastic
Block Storage (EBS) volumes can be
attached to the instance and assembled into
a redundant array (RAID levels 0, 1, 5, and
10 are supported). When launching a cluster
of instances (a single master and one or
more workers), the master-attached EBS
volume is shared with all worker nodes by
default using NFS. Once complete,
instances and clusters deployed using
abcloud contain all ab[x] tools and required
dependencies.

To enable distributed sequence processing
on multiple compute nodes, abcloud
establishes a Celery distributed task queue
(celeryproject.org) with Redis as the
message broker and launches Celery worker
processes on each of the worker nodes.
Briefly, Celery serves as a
producer/consumer job queue: the master
node (producer) divides the input sequence
files into ‘jobs’ containing approximately 500 sequences and deposits them into the queue,
while worker nodes (consumers) asynchronously pull jobs from the queue, perform the jobs,
and deposit the results into a results queue. A simplified schematic of the queuing process is
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shown in Figure 4B. The running Celery cluster can be monitored using Flower
(github.com/mher/flower). Configured by default on abcloud-managed clusters, Flower
provides a convenient web interface for monitoring various aspects of a Celery queue,
including completed jobs, remaining queue size, and worker status.
Abstar’s performance was tested using abcloud-deployed EC2 clusters of varying size. The
test data was a complete Illumina MiSeq run (approximately 25 million reads) containing 11
pools of antibody heavy chain sequences derived from a single donor. Several clusters were
created on EC2 using c3.8xlarge worker instances, with sizes ranging from 160 cores (five
c3.8xlarge worker instances) to 1600 cores (fifty c3.8xlarge instances). Performance scales
near-linearly with increasing cluster size (Figure 4C). Also of note, because input sequence
files are broken down into similarly sized Celery jobs without regard to the size of the input
data, memory use increases only marginally with large increases in the amount of input data.
Based on these performance numbers and the current spot price of a c3.8xlarge EC2
instance (just under $0.50/hour), annotating a full MiSeq run on a 160-core cluster would be
expected to take about 2 hours and cost less than $10.
Sequence retrieval, preprocessing utilities, and the abstar API
As previously mentioned, several utilities already exist for preprocessing of antibody
repertoire sequencing data. However, to ease the creation of software pipelines using abstar
as the germline assignment and annotation component, we have incorporated a small set of
sequence retrieval and preprocessing utilities into abstar.
Illumina’s family of sequencing instruments are extremely widely used, and reportedly
account for more than 90% of all sequencing data ever produced. BaseSpace is Illumina’s
cloud-based data storage platform, into which sequencing data may be automatically
uploaded in real-time during sequencing runs performed on Illumina’s instruments. To ease
the retrieval of sequencing data from BaseSpace, abstar incorporates methods for directly
retrieving raw sequencing data from BaseSpace. Using either the BaseSpacePy API (only
compatible with Python 2.7) or Illumina’s newer BaseMount utility, abstar users can select a
BaseSpace project at runtime rather than an input file or directory of input files. Because
BaseSpace is hosted on Amazon Web Services (AWS), data transfer between BaseSpace
and EC2 instances is much faster than downloading to a local computer through the
BaseSpace web application.
In order to ease the creation of customized sequence analysis pipelines, abstar provides a
public API through which core abstar functions can be accessed, as well as methods for
standard sequence preprocessing operations. These methods are simply wrappers around
commonly used sequence processing tools, with the wrapper providing an easy-to-use
interface for pipeline construction using the abstar API. Paired-end sequencing reads can be
merged with PANDAseq [17], quality trimming can be performed with sickle
(github.com/najoshi/sickle) and adapter trimming can be performed with cutadapt [15]. Run
quality statistics can be computed using FASTQC
(www.bioinformatics.bbsrc.ac.uk/projects/fastqc). Additional details about the abstar API,
including example pipeline scripts, can be found in the abstar documentation
(abstar.readthedocs.io).
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Models and methods for interactive downstream analysis
A primary function of the abutils package is to provide a set of core primitives for working
with antibody sequence data. This includes object representations of antibody sequences at
three levels: sequence, pair, and lineage. At the base is the Sequence object. Sequence
objects can be instantiated in a variety of ways, from various string representations of an
antibody sequence, from FASTA/Q files, from JSON-formatted abstar output files, or from a
MongoDB database populated with abstar-annotated sequence data. If provided with
annotated sequence data (either via a JSON file or a MongoDB database), all abstar
annotations are accessible directly from the Sequence object using the familiar dictionarystyle lookup. Pair objects are built from one or more Sequence objects and are designed to
represent paired heavy and light antibody sequences. Lineage objects are assembled from
one or more Pair objects and are designed to represent a single clonal lineage. In addition to
being used throughout the ab[x] toolkit, these base objects provide an intuitive interface
through which downstream analysis may proceed.
Abutils also contains utilities for operations commonly performed during downstream
analysis using interactive tools like Jupyter Notebook. As with the preprocessing utilities
included in abstar, many of these utilities are simply wrappers around existing tools that
allow streamlined interactive use and providing common interfaces. For example, abutils
includes a utility for sequence clustering using CD-HIT [45]. In addition to providing an API
wrapper for CD-HIT, abutils returns a Cluster object, which has methods for identifying
cluster centroids, computing consensus sequences, and visualizing cluster alignment.
Sequence alignment is a common process during downstream analysis, and abutils provides
utilities for local (Smith-Waterman) and global (Needleman-Wunsch) pairwise sequence
alignment. Both forms of pairwise alignment return equivalent Alignment objects which
contain a standardized property and method structure, allowing users to switch between
either form of pairwise alignment while maintaining code compatibility. Multiple sequence
alignment is accomplished with API wrappers for MUSCLE and MAFFT [46,47]. Calculation
and visualization of sequence phylogenies is a common method for evaluation maturation of
antibody lineages [43,48–50]. Abutils provides methods to estimate phylogentic trees using
IgPhyML [51] or, for very large datasets, using FastTree [52]. Finally, abutils provides tools
for visualizing phylogenetic trees using the ETE toolkit [53].
DISCUSSION
At the core of the ab[x] project is the principle that repertoire-scale antibody sequence
analysis should be accessible to as many researchers as possible. As capacity for antibody
repertoire sequencing rapidly multiplies, data analysis becomes an increasingly difficult
technical and financial hurdle. As such we have developed a powerful suite of tools that
allow researchers to perform repertoire-scale antibody sequence analysis out-of-the-box.
These tools automate and simplify each step of the analysis process, from launching and
configuring cloud computing resources to interactive exploratory analysis. Central to the
ab[x] toolkit is abstar, which is a best-in-class utility for germline gene assignment and
primary sequence annotation. Not only does the ab[x] toolkit provide a solid framework for
antibody sequence analysis, but the open source code and permissive licensing (MIT)
provide a means for other researchers to adapt and extend ab[x] tools in the future.
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